P atient trust, in the medical profession and in their own physician, has received substantial attention as an important predictor of patient satisfaction and health-promoting behaviors such as medication adherence. 1 Moreover, patient trust has been widely discussed as an important factor promoting shared decision making. 2 In this issue of Medical Decision Making, White, Cohrs, and Gö ritz advance our thinking about patient trust by examining trust as a consequence rather than an antecedent and by asking how the description of a positive or negative medical outcome resulting from a physician's recommendation may influence the patient's trust in the physician. 3 They conduct a psychological experiment in which patients are randomized to vignettes that manipulate whether a patient following a physician's recommendation experiences a positive or negative outcome (in light of a known counterfactual), as well as the nature of the outcome (necessary treatment, unnecessary treatment, failure to treat, and correctly rejected treatment). They control for baseline trust in the medical profession and investigate the role of cognitive appraisal and affective reaction as mediators of changes in trust following decision outcomes.
In doing so, the authors question several previously held assumptions about trust. For example, they find, contrary to expectations, that positive outcomes following correct diagnoses could enhance trust as much as negative outcomes following incorrect diagnoses reduce it-at least, when underlying disease was not, in fact, present. They also conclude that the impact of outcomes on trust is mediated by cognitive appraisals but that the impact of cognitive appraisals is itself mediated by emotional reactions, a process model that is consistent with current psychological thinking about dual-process cognition.
Considering trust as a consequence of decision outcomes that may then affect future choices is an approach analogous to efforts in decision psychology to understand postoutcome emotions in light of reference points and counterfactual outcomes. 4 Research in this area has not only had implications for how to structure decisions to maximize postdecision affect but also immediately prompts questions about whether anticipated experiences of outcomes might be used prospectively to inform decisions. 5 Similarly, we not only learn about how decision outcomes affect trust in physicians from White and others' work but also are challenged to consider whether these effects ought to be anticipated (by patients or physicians) and decisions structured in light of these anticipations. If trust is medically beneficial, and trust is asymmetrically affected by thresholds used in clinical decisions, could there be cases in which recommendations to patients should forfeit immediate utility in favor of increased trust that might yield longer term utility? If so, how can this be illustrated to patients with sufficient clarity to allow them to trust that their physician's decisions are for their benefit?
White and others' work is an important beginning to a larger conversation about the sequential nature of medical decision making within the context of a patient-physician relationship. Much remains to be done, including replication with actual patient-physician dyads, a wider range of probability manipulations that invoke different gists, and further elaboration of a model of the sequence effects across a series of decisions for related and unrelated medical problems. These will involve challenges. Actual patients are likely to have selected physicians, in part, on the basis of trust, which may reduce the amount of variability that can be observed. And although White and others note the importance of judging decision makers on process rather than outcome, patients rarely observe physician decision processes with sufficient detail to determine their sufficiency and may (rightly) infer that a physician whose decisions lead more frequently to incorrect diagnoses and negative outcomes is a physician using an inferior process. On the other hand, patients may construct explanations of how a positive or negative outcome came to pass, and these explanations may vindicate or vilify their physician as a decision maker. Despite these challenges and the complexity they reveal, for readers interested in the descriptive study of decision making as well as those interested in improving medical decisions, this is a conversation worth having.
